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This document requests the proper spelling of Tamil words for archaic symbols to be encoded in SMP of 
the Unicode Standard.  

 

1.0 As per our previous request, all the archaic symbols are in SMP Tamil block, and the Pipeline of 
future characters has been updated recently. Proposed characters for Tamil fractions and symbols 
(all in SMP) in the current ISO/IEC 10646 ballot can be found here. 
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2014/14271-n4637.pdf  
 

2.0 In the last UTC meeting, the decision was taken by UTC not to use any digits within Tamil words to 
be used in Character names in SMP. We have seen the letter written by Dr. Lisa Moore to Tamil 
Nadu Government. Also, note that in any Indian language word, this practice has been followed, For 
example, words like danda, karshana, viraama etc., do not have any digits within them. It is good that 
same practice will be continued for Tamil symbols in SMP block as well. 
 

3.0 Linguistically correct representation of Vallinam (க், ச், ட், த், ப்) letters of Tamil words in SMP 

Character names for Tamil symbols is needed [1]. This is because Vallinam letters, k, c, t, th, p have 
not only voiced g, j, d, dh, b sounds but they also have fricative sounds. That is why linguists such as 
Prof. K. Nachimuthu, Dr. Vasu Renganathan have written as comments from INFITT in 2014. Here is 
INFITT Chair's document from 2014 and Tamil linguist at University of Pennsylvania giving the 
summary of words that need a letter change in each. http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2014/14212-tamil-
names.pdf 
 
Please implement these needed changes (L2/14-212) in the repertoire in Tamil character names and 
annotations. The changes requested for Vallinam characters are very minimal and follows Tamil 
linguistic principles. 
 
Thanks, 
Naga Ganesan 
 

Reference [1]: In the next page, I give quotes from the book by Prof. R. E. Asher, Edinburgh. As two 
examples, the quotes describes the various sounds of Tamil vallinam letters க் & ச், including the 
fricatives, of Vallinam letters. The book is: Croom Helm Descriptive Grammars, TAMIL, published in 1985 
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TAMIL PRONOUNCIATION SOUNDS OF VALLINAM LETTERS, க் (k) & ச் (c) by R. E. Asher (1985) 

 

 

 

From pages, 211 – 212, Prof. R. E. Asher, Croom Helm Descriptive Grammars, TAMIL, 1985, U.K. 




